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And this time Lin Ziming fell, but was besieged by more than forty innate
realms, plus one innate realm to chase after him! If Lin Ziming could
survive this situation, what does it mean…Ma Kainian didn’t dare to think
about it anymore, so he didn’t believe it at all, nor could he accept the fact
that Lin Ziming had returned.
Zhai Qing was trained by Ma Kainian, and she was also a little confused.
Could it be that the young man was a lie? Still said she had heard it wrong.
“Chairman, but he claims to be Lin Ziming, and he is very arrogant…” Zhai
Qing said quickly what had just happened, and finally she said cautiously:
“Chairman, why don’t we call the police, I Look at that guy very hard to
deal with.”
When Zhai Qing said this, she was a little guilty, and there was no way. She
was really scared by Lin Ziming’s horrible look just now, and she had a
lingering fear.
Ma Kainian snorted disdainfully, and said: “What kind of police call!
Humph, I want to see where the cripples come from, and dare to make
trouble in front of my Ma Kainian!”
However, as soon as his voice fell, there was a voice outside the door,
“Really, it seems that you Ma Kainian is very powerful, even I don’t pay
attention to it.”
Hearing this, Ma Kainian snorted in his heart, inexplicably having a bad
premonition. He hurriedly raised his head and saw a young man with
extraordinary temperament coming in. Behind the young man, dozens of
people followed, except Except for Wang Shougui, they are all old
employees of Ziqiong Media.
Now they are all in high spirits, and Lin Ziming’s return has really given
them a shot!
Ma Kainian saw Lin Ziming’s appearance clearly, his pupils suddenly
shrank, his expression scared, as if seeing the most terrifying thing in this
world, he cried out in a gloomy tone, “Lin Ziming! Is it really you?! Isn’t
that? Possibly, you are already dead!”
Yes, Ma Kainian has not seen Lin Ziming in person, but he is too familiar
with Lin Ziming’s photos and videos. This is Lin Ziming!
But he couldn’t understand why Lin Ziming was obviously dead, why
would he still appear here?
When Wang Shougui saw Ma Kainian, his eyes burst out with appalling
hatred, and gritted his teeth and roared: “Ma Kainian, you beast! Wait for
death, Lin Dong has returned, and today is your end!”
Facing this situation, Ma Kai-nian turned pale, stepped back a few steps, and
bumped into the chair behind him. His whole body revealed incomparable
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fear.
Lin Ziming said coldly: “Give you a chance to explain how you want to
die.”
Lin Ziming was too lazy to bother with this kind of ant after the return of the
king.
Ma Kainian felt Lin Ziming’s fierce murderous aura, he looked even more
unbearable, his whole body was trembling violently, and his teeth were
fighting.
There is no way, for Lin Ziming’s prestige, he really listened too much, this
is a complete abnormality, a monster!
He hadn’t seen Lin Ziming with his own eyes before, and he was not so
afraid of Lin Ziming. Now he saw it with his own eyes and realized how
terrifying Lin Ziming was.
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